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Abstract
We study multivariate approximation with the error measured in L∞ and weighted L2 norms. We
consider the worst case setting for a general reproducing kernel Hilbert space of functions of d variables
with a bounded or integrable kernel. Here d can be arbitrarily large. We analyze algorithms that use
standard information consisting of n function values, and we are especially interested in the optimal order
of convergence, i.e., in the maximal exponent b for which the worst case error of such an algorithm
is of order n−b. We prove that b ∈ [2p2/(2p + 1), p] for weighted L2 approximation and b ∈
[2p(p − 1/2)/(2p + 1), p − 1/2] for L∞ approximation, where p is the optimal order of convergence
for weighted L2 approximation among all algorithms that may use arbitrary linear functionals, as opposed
to function values only. Under a mild assumption on the reproducing kernels we have p > 1/2. It was shown
in our previous paper that the optimal order for L∞ approximation and linear information is p − 1/2. We
do not know if our bounds are sharp for standard information.
We also study tractability of multivariate approximation, i.e., we analyze when the worst case error
bounds depend at most polynomially on d and n−1. We present necessary and sufficient conditions on
tractability and illustrate our results for the weighted Korobov spaces with arbitrary smoothness and for the
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weighted Sobolev spaces with the Wiener sheet kernel. Tractability conditions for these spaces are given in
terms of the weights defining these spaces.
c© 2008 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Multivariate approximation is a classical problem and there are literally thousands of papers
dealing with this problem, usually for a fixed space of functions. We study multivariate
approximation of functions belonging to a general separable reproducing kernel Hilbert space.
That is, our analysis is based mostly on general properties of the reproducing kernel without
assuming its specific form. The error of approximation is usually defined in the Ls or weighted
Ls norms for s ∈ [1,∞). Our emphasis is on the L∞ norm which is usually the most challenging.
We also consider weighted L2 norms and very briefly weighted Ls norms. We consider mainly
algorithms that use standard information consisting of n function values and compare their
efficiency to the efficiency of more general algorithms that use linear information consisting
of n inner products of the Hilbert space. We add that in most applications standard information
is much more likely to be available than linear information. We studied L∞ approximation for
linear information in a recent paper [7], and the current paper may be viewed as a continuation
of this study for standard information.
We are especially interested in the optimal order of convergence which is defined as the largest
number p for which there are algorithms that use n evaluations and whose worst case errors decay
as fast as n−p. The order p is denoted by plin if arbitrary linear information is allowed, and by
pstd when only standard information is allowed. Obviously, pstd ≤ plin. We believe that it is
a very interesting and challenging problem to study whether these exponents are the same, and
if not, when and how much they can differ. If they are equal or almost equal then we may say
that the power of standard information is the same or almost the same as the power of linear
information.
Although the main emphasis of this paper is on L∞ approximation, it is easier to discuss
first weighted L2 approximation. For weighted L2 approximation, the error of approximation is
defined in the L2 sense with a probability density ρ, and this case is called L2,ρ approximation.
To help the reader, we will write in this section plin and pstd with the subscript (2, ρ) for L2,ρ
approximation, and with the subscript ∞ for L∞ approximation. The L2,ρ approximation for
linear information is well understood and it fully depends on the eigenvalues of the integral
operator whose kernel is the reproducing kernel of the Hilbert space multiplied by ρ. If {λ j }∞j=1
denotes the non-increasing sequence of these eigenvalues then the minimal worst case error
among all algorithms using n inner products is just
√
λn+1. Hence, the optimal order plin2,ρ = p if
λ j = Θ( j−2p). Furthermore, if the reproducing kernel is integrable, then plin2,ρ ≥ 1/2. Actually,
the main result of the paper is obtained under the assumption that plin2,ρ > 1/2.
For standard information, L2,ρ approximation is not yet fully understood. In particular, it is
not known whether pstd2,ρ is the same as p
lin
2,ρ . The upper bound p
std
2,ρ ≤ plin2,ρ is trivial, whereas
the lower bound pstd2,ρ ≥ plin2,ρ/(2plin2,ρ + 1) was proved in [20]. We also have pstd2,ρ ≥ plin2,ρ − 1/2
which follows from relations between worst case and average case errors that are explained in
this paper. We prove in Section 4 that pstd2,ρ ≥ [2plin2,ρ/(2plin2,ρ + 1)] plin2,ρ . Hence,
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pstd2,ρ ∈
[
2plin2,ρ
2plin2,ρ + 1
plin2,ρ, p
lin
2,ρ
]
.
In particular, this means that plin2,ρ − pstd2,ρ < 1/2. Recently, it was proved in [4] that without
the assumption plin2,ρ > 1/2, there are reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces for which p
lin
2,ρ = 1/2
and pstd2,ρ = 0, and therefore plin2,ρ − pstd2,ρ = 1/2. Hence, in full generality the exponents for the
classes Λall and Λstd are different. We believe that pstd2,ρ = plin2,ρ under the mild assumption that
the reproducing kernel is integrable or bounded.
We now turn to the main subject of this paper, i.e., to L∞ approximation. It turns out that L∞
approximation in the worst case setting is closely related to weighted L2 approximation in the
average case setting with respect to a zero-mean Gaussian stochastic process whose covariance
function is the same as the reproducing kernel of the Hilbert space of the L∞ approximation
problem. This point was explained in [7], see also (6) of this paper. It allowed us to obtain the
optimal order of convergence (or its bounds) for L∞ approximation and linear information under
two sets of assumptions which will be presented in this paper as (A2) and (A3), and (A4P ). In
particular, if (A2) and (A3) hold then plin2,ρ > 1/2 and p
lin∞ = plin2,ρ − 1/2. Hence, if we switch
from the L2 norm to the L∞ norm then we loose 1/2 in the optimal order. We stress that this
is very important when plin2,ρ − 1/2 is close to zero. Indeed, in this case, we have at least n−1/2
convergence for L2 approximation and to guarantee that the worst case error is at most ε it
is enough to take n of order ε−2, whereas we have to take n of order ε−1/(p
lin
2,ρ−1/2) for L∞
approximation and the exponent of ε−1 can be arbitrarily large.
We prove that pstd∞ is at least [2plin2,ρ/(2plin2,ρ+1)] (plin2,ρ−1/2) if (A2) and (A3) hold. Hence, if
plin2,ρ is large then the maximal orders p
lin∞ and pstd∞ are almost the same, and standard information
is as powerful as linear information. On the other hand, if plin2,ρ − 1/2 is close to zero then pstd∞
is roughly a half of plin∞ , and L∞ approximation is very difficult for both standard and linear
information. When (A2) does not hold, we use a different set of assumptions (A3P ), (A4P ) and
(A5P ), and we obtain slightly weaker results.
We summarize this part of our discussion in Table 1, where p = plin2,ρ and the parameters q and
r are explained in the assumptions (A4P ) and (A5P ). Our results for standard information are
obtained using a modified version of the algorithm from [2]. The algorithm is semi-constructive
in the sense that the sample points are selected probabilistically.
The orders of convergence focus on the dependence of errors on n and neglect the dependence
on d , the number of variables. Indeed, there are algorithms whose errors are bounded, roughly,
by Cd n−pd for some positive Cd and pd that may depend on d . Unfortunately, for many classical
spaces and/or results, Cd increases exponentially fast with d, and/or pd decreases to zero with d
which is a very bad property when d is large. We stress that large d occurs in many applications.
This is why we also study tractability of multivariate approximation which is nowadays a very
popular and extensively studied subject. Tractability for L∞ or L2,ρ approximation for the
reproducing kernel Hilbert space of d-variate functions is defined as follows. The nth minimal
worst case error is the minimal worst case error of algorithms using n function values or n inner
products. Tractability1 means that the nth minimal errors depend polynomially on d and n−1.
Strong tractability means that there is no dependence on d, and is achieved iff the nth minimal
1 This corresponds to the absolute error criterion. In this paper we do not study tractability for the normalized error
criterion in which the ratios of the nth minimal errors and the initial error are polynomially dependent on d and n−1.
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Table 1
Comparison between the power of linear and standard information.
Linear information Standard information
L2,ρ p
[
2p
2p + 1 p, p
]
L∞ (A2) and (A3) p −
1
2
(A2) and (A3)
[
2p
2p + 1
(
p − 1
2
)
, p − 1
2
]
(A3) and (A4P )
[
q, p − 1
2
]
(A3P )–(A5P )
[
2p
2q + 2r + 1 q, p −
1
2
]
errors depend polynomially only on n−1. We present two theorems, Theorems 8 and 9, for
tractability of L2,ρ approximation and L∞ approximation, respectively, and compare tractability
conditions for standard and linear information.
We illustrate the results by two reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces. The first is the Hilbert
space with the weighted Korobov kernel with an arbitrary smoothness parameter α > 1. For
this space, the probability density ρ ≡ 1, and we consider only the so-called product weights
which moderate the importance of successive components. The optimal orders of convergence
are known for this class:
plin2,ρ = pstd2,ρ =
α
2
and plin∞ = pstd∞ =
α − 1
2
.
Our results yield smaller orders of convergence; however they keep the dependence on d under
control, which is essential for tractability results.
Necessary and sufficient conditions on strong tractability and tractability for this space are
known for L2 approximation for both standard and linear information, see [10] and papers cited
there, and for L∞ approximation and linear information, see [7]. We provide two theorems,
Theorems 10 and 11, summarizing tractability for L2 and L∞ approximation for both standard
and linear information with specific error bounds based on estimates obtained in the current
paper. The conditions on tractability for L∞ approximation and standard information are new.
These theorems imply that if the weights decay sufficiently fast then we obtain even strong
tractability, and the order of convergence depends on α and how fast the weights decay. It is
interesting to stress that for L2 approximation, tractability for linear information is not equivalent
to tractability for standard information, whereas for L∞ approximation they are equivalent.
The second class is the Hilbert space with weighted Wiener sheet kernel. This corresponds to
the weighted Sobolev space of functions which are only once differentiable with respect to each
variable. As before, we consider only product weights and ρ ≡ 1. Again the optimal orders of
convergence are known
plin2,ρ = pstd2,ρ = 1 and plin∞ = pstd∞ =
1
2
.
Also in this case, we get smaller orders of convergence for standard information; however, they
lead to tractability results.
For us, this second example is especially important since it shows the need of two sets
of assumptions used in this paper for L∞ approximation. The first set of assumptions, (A2)
and (A3), describes properties of the eigenpairs of the integral operator with the natural non-
increasing order of the eigenvalues. It turns out that these assumptions hold in this case but one
of the constants depends exponentially on d which makes tractability analysis impossible. The
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second set of assumptions, (A3P ), (A4P ) and (A5P ), describes properties of the eigenpairs when
they are permuted. It turns out that there exists a permutation for which tractability analysis is
possible. The results on tractability for L2 and L∞ approximation in this space are presented
in Theorems 12 and 14. In general, error bounds of order n−p, with p close to 1/2, depend
exponentially on d . We control the dependence on d at the possible decrease of the order of
convergence. We prove that strong tractability and tractability conditions for standard and linear
information are the same and hold if the weights decay sufficiently fast. The order of convergence
depends on how fast the weights decay if we want to have at most polynomial dependence of the
error bounds. In particular, if the weights decay fast enough then we recover the optimal order of
convergence for linear information, but for standard information we have only the orders close
to 2/3 and 1/3 for L2 and L∞ approximation, respectively.
2. Basic definitions
In this section, we provide basic concepts related to the present paper, for more details see the
books [9,12–15,22].
We consider the problem of approximating a function f from a source space F by an
algorithm A( f ) with error measured in a target space G. In other words, the algorithm
A : F → G
is an approximation of the embedding operator from F to G. The choice of the target space G
determines the norm in which we measure the error f − A( f ). Properties of the source space F ,
such as the smoothness of the functions, affect the error of A.
2.1. Multivariate approximation in the worst case setting
We take F = H(K ) as a separable reproducing kernel Hilbert space of functions defined
on a Borel measurable set D ⊆ Rd . The reproducing kernel K : D × D → R is symmetric,
non-negative definite, and
K (·, x) ∈ H(K ) and f (x) = 〈 f, K (·, x)〉H for all x ∈ D and f ∈ H(K ).
where 〈·, ·〉H denotes the inner product of H(K ). The space H(K ) is the completion of the space
of linear combinations of K (·, xi ). Moreover, for any complete orthonormal system {ξ j }∞j=1 in
H(K ), we have
K (x, y) =
∞∑
j=1
ξ j (x) ξ j (y) for all x, y ∈ D. (1)
Further details on reproducing kernels can be found in [1,17].
Let ρ be a non-vanishing probability density function defined over D. For the ρ-weighted L2
approximation problem, we take the target space G = L2,ρ(D), and we measure the error in the
L2,ρ norm given by
‖ f ‖L2,ρ :=
(∫
D
( f (x))2 ρ(x) dx
)1/2
.
We need to assume that H(K ) is continuously embedded in L2,ρ(D), i.e.,
sup
f ∈H(K )
‖ f ‖L2,ρ
‖ f ‖H <∞.
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Actually, throughout this paper we make a stronger assumption that∫
D
K (x, x) ρ(x) dx <∞. (2)
The main focus of this paper is L∞ approximation, where we consider G = L∞(D) and use
the L∞ norm
‖ f ‖L∞ := ess sup
x∈D
| f (x)|
to measure the error. In this case we have to assume a stronger condition on the kernel than (2)
to be sure that the problem is well defined, namely,
ess sup
x∈D
K (x, x) <∞.
We also discuss briefly the problem for G = Ls,ρ(D) with arbitrary s ∈ [1,∞) by exploiting a
connection between the Ls,ρ norm,
‖ f ‖Ls,ρ :=
(∫
D
| f (x)|s ρ(x) dx
)1/s
,
and the L2,ρ and L∞ norms.
Without loss of generality, see e.g., [16], for a given target space G = L2,ρ(D), L∞(D), or
Ls,ρ(D), we consider only linear algorithms A : H(K )→ G of the form
A( f ) =
n∑
j=1
L j ( f ) a j , (3)
where a j are functions from G and L j are continuous linear functionals from a permissible
class Λ. Two classes of linear functionals are typically considered in the literature. The first
class consists of all continuous linear functionals and is denoted by Λall = (H(K ))∗; L∞
approximation with this class was studied in [7]. In this paper we focus mainly on the class
of standard information, Λstd, which consists only of function evaluations, i.e.,
Lx ∈ Λstd iff ∃ x ∈ D ∀ f ∈ H(K ) : Lx( f ) = f (x).
The worst case error of the algorithm A is defined by
ewor(A;G) := sup
‖ f ‖H≤1
‖ f − A( f )‖G .
For a given class of information Λ, the corresponding nth minimal error is defined as the smallest
error among all algorithms that use at most n functional evaluations from Λ, i.e.,
ewor(n;G,Λ) := inf {ewor(A;G) : A is of the form (3) with L j ∈ Λ} .
We also define the optimal rate of convergence by
pwor(G,Λ) := sup
{
r > 0 : lim
n→∞ e
wor(n;G,Λ) nr = 0
}
,
which measures the power of the information class Λ.
There are some underlying connections relating the difficulty of the approximation problem
under various formulations. Firstly, the class of all linear information Λall is no less powerful
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than the class of standard information Λstd, i.e.,
ewor(n;G,Λall) ≤ ewor(n;G,Λstd) and pwor(G,Λall) ≥ pwor(G,Λstd)
for any target space G. Secondly, we have
ewor(n; L2,ρ,Λ) ≤ ewor(n; L∞,Λ) and pwor(L2,ρ,Λ) ≥ pwor(L∞,Λ),
simply because ‖ f ‖L2,ρ ≤ ‖ f ‖L∞ for all f and all densities ρ.
Although we are studying the worst case setting, we will use the average case setting with
target space G = L2,ρ(D) as a technical tool; this is discussed in the next subsection.
2.2. Weighted L2 approximation in the average case setting
As in [7], consider a zero-mean Gaussian stochastic process whose covariance function is
equal to the reproducing kernel of H(K ). That is, denoting by E the corresponding expectation,
we have
E( f (x)) = 0 and E( f (x) f (y)) = K (x, y) for all x, y ∈ D.
As in the worst case setting, we consider only linear algorithms of the form (3). The average
case error of the algorithm A is defined by
eavg(A; L2,ρ) =
√
E
(
‖ f − A( f )‖2L2,ρ
)
.
The corresponding nth minimal error and the optimal rate of convergence for a given class of
information Λ are defined respectively by
eavg(n; L2,ρ,Λ) := inf
{
eavg(A; L2,ρ) : A is of the form (3) with L j ∈ Λ
}
,
pavg(L2,ρ,Λ) := sup
{
r > 0 : lim
n→∞ e
avg(n; L2,ρ,Λ) nr = 0
}
.
Before we discuss the connection between the worst case and the average case settings, we
must emphasize that the two settings involve different spaces of functions: in the worst case
setting we deal with H(K ), and in the average case setting we deal with usually a much larger
space of stochastic processes. This is why the intuition that “the average case setting should be
easier than the worst case setting” does not apply here.
Lemma 1. For every linear algorithm A of the form (3) and every probability density function ρ
defined over D
ewor(A; L2,ρ) ≤ eavg(A; L2,ρ).
Proof. Suppose that f j ∈ H(K ) is the representer of L j in H(K ), i.e., L j ( f ) = 〈 f, f j 〉H for
all f ∈ H(K ). Then we can write ( f − A( f ))(x) = 〈 f, K (·, x)−∑nj=1 f j a j (x)〉H , and thus
[ewor(A; L2,ρ)]2 ≤
∫
D
∥∥∥∥∥K (·, x)− n∑
j=1
f j a j (x)
∥∥∥∥∥
2
H
ρ(x) dx
=
∫
D
(
K (x, x)− 2
n∑
j=1
f j (x) a j (x)+
n∑
j1=1
n∑
j2=1
〈 f j1 , f j2〉H a j1(x) a j2(x)
)
ρ(x) dx. (4)
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On the other hand, we have
[eavg(A; L2,ρ)]2 = E
∫
D
(
f (x)−
n∑
j=1
L j ( f ) a j (x)
)2
ρ(x) dx

=
∫
D
(
K (x, x)− 2
n∑
j=1
E
(
f (x)L j ( f )
)
a j (x)
+
n∑
j1=1
n∑
j2=1
E
(L j1( f )L j2( f )) a j1(x) a j2(x)
)
ρ(x) dx. (5)
Observe that (4) and (5) are identical if L j ( f ) = f (x j ). It can be easily verified that these two
expressions are also equal when L j are linear combinations of function samplings, i.e., L j ( f ) =∑m j
k=1 β j,k f (x j,k) and f j =
∑m j
k=1 β j,k K (·, x j,k). Since span{K (·, x) : x ∈ D} is dense in
H(K ), (4) and (5) are equal for all arbitrary L j ∈ Λall = (H(K ))∗ = H(K ). This completes the
proof. 
Let P denote the set of non-vanishing probability density functions ρ defined over D. It is
proved in [7, Theorem 1] that
ewor(A; L∞) = sup
ρ∈P
eavg(A; L2,ρ) (6)
and, hence, ewor(n; L∞,Λ) ≥ supρ∈P eavg(n; L2,ρ,Λ). From Lemma 1 and (6) we conclude that
pwor(L2,ρ,Λ) ≥ pavg(L2,ρ,Λ) and pwor(L∞,Λ) ≤ inf
ρ∈P
pavg(L2,ρ,Λ).
This connection with the average case setting in L2,ρ(D) is the key starting point from which the
results in this paper are obtained for L∞ approximation in the class Λstd.
3. Review of known results
We briefly review what is known for L2,ρ approximation in the classes Λall and Λstd, and for
L∞ approximation in the class Λall.
3.1. Weighted L2 approximation in the class Λall
Weighted L2 approximation problem for the class Λall in both the worst case and the average
case settings are well understood, see e.g., [16] and [11] regarding the worst and average case
settings, respectively. It is fully characterized by the spectrum of the compact, self-adjoint, and
non-negative definite operator
Wρ : H(K )→ H(K ) given by Wρ g :=
∫
D
g(x) K (·, x) ρ(x) dx.
Let {(λ j , η j )}∞j=1 denote a complete orthonormal system of eigenpairs of Wρ that are indexed
according to non-increasing order of the eigenvalues, i.e.,
Wρ η j = λ j η j and
〈
ηi , η j
〉
H = δi, j , with λ j ≥ λ j+1 ≥ 0.
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It follows that ‖η j‖2L2,ρ = λ j . (Clearly the eigenpairs depend on the density ρ, but we omit
this dependence in our notation for simplicity.) Without loss of generality, we assume that all
eigenvalues λ j are positive since otherwise the problem is finite-dimensional and can be solved
exactly with finitely many function evaluations. Moreover, (1) and (2) imply that Wρ is a finite
trace operator, and this yields
√
λ j = O( j−1/2). We define
η˜ j := η j√
λ j
so that 〈η˜i , η˜ j 〉L2,ρ = δi, j . This leads to the following important properties
〈 f, η˜ j 〉L2,ρ η˜ j = 〈 f, η j 〉H η j and 〈 f, η˜ j 〉L2,ρ =
√
λ j 〈 f, η j 〉H for all f . (7)
It is well known that the algorithm
A∗n( f ) =
n∑
j=1
〈 f, η˜ j 〉L2,ρ η˜ j (8)
is optimal for L2,ρ approximation in the class Λall for both the worst case and the average case
settings. Moreover, the nth minimal errors are given precisely by
ewor(n; L2,ρ,Λall) = ewor(A∗n; L2,ρ) =
√
λn+1,
eavg(n; L2,ρ,Λall) = eavg(A∗n; L2,ρ) =
( ∞∑
j=n+1
λ j
)1/2
.
Thus if we assume that
√
λ j = Θ( j−p),2 with p > 1/2 in the average case setting, then
pwor(L2,ρ,Λall) = p and pavg(L2,ρ,Λall) = p − 12 .
3.2. Weighted L2 approximation in the class Λstd
In the class Λstd, we do not have access to the inner products 〈 f, η˜ j 〉L2,ρ used by the optimal
algorithm (8). An obvious approach is to approximate them by an integration rule; this leads to a
“simple algorithm” of the form
An( f ) :=
m∑
j=1
(
1
n
n∑
i=1
f (τ i )
η˜P( j)(τ i ) ρ(τ i )
ω(τ i )
)
η˜P( j),
where τ 1, τ 2, . . . , τ n ∈ D are n deterministically chosen points and ω(x) is a probability density
function. We included a permutation P on the indices j to allow more flexibility.
As we shall see below, it is advantageous to apply the concept of a simple algorithm
recursively to build up a “multilevel algorithm” of the form
An,0 ≡ 0,
2 Actually, we only need to assume that λ j = O( j−2p+δ) and λ j = Ω( j−2p−δ) for all δ > 0, e.g., λ j =
Θ( j−2p (ln( j + 1))q ) for some q .
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An,k( f ) := An,k−1( f )+
mk∑
j=1
(
1
n
n∑
i=1
( f − An,k−1( f ))(τ i ) η˜P( j)(τ i ) ρ(τ i )
ωk(τ i )
)
η˜P( j). (9)
The algorithm An,k uses at most nk function evaluations, including the n(k − 1) values already
used by the algorithm An,k−1 plus an additional n values at Eτ = {τ 1, τ 2, . . . , τ n}. We allow
for a different density function ωk in each step, and we approximate more and more terms,
i.e., mk ≥ mk−1. The latter condition leads to a useful orthogonality property
〈An,k( f ), η˜P( j)〉L2,ρ = 0 ∀ j ≥ mk + 1.
Regardless of which setting we are in, the error of the algorithm An,k comprises two parts: the
truncation error depending on mk , and the numerical integration error depending on mk , n, and
ωk . We choose mk and ωk in order to balance the two parts of the error.
For the average case setting, it is known from [2,3] that
pavg(L2,ρ,Λstd) = pavg(L2,ρ,Λall),
which equals p− 1/2 if we assume that √λ j = Θ( j−p) with p > 1/2. The result is established
through analyzing a multilevel algorithm, originally with P = id, the identity permutation, but
can be easily generalized for arbitrary P . The details from [2] are summarized in the remark
below.
Remark 2. There exist points Eτ such that the multilevel algorithm An,k defined in (8), with ωk
given by
ωk(x) := 1mk
mk∑
j=1
η˜2P( j)(x) ρ(x),
satisfies
[eavg(An,k; L2,ρ)]2 ≤
∞∑
j=mk+1
λP( j) + mkn [e
avg(An,k−1; L2,ρ)]2.
Suppose that
√
λP( j) ≤ C3 j−p with p > 1/2 for some permutation P . Then with
pk =
(
p − 1
2
)(
1−
(
2p − 1
2p
)k)
and mk = bn pk/(p−1/2)c,
we obtain
eavg(An,k; L2,ρ) ≤ C3 (1+ 1/(2p − 1))
1/2
√
k + 1
n pk
.
Clearly pk → p − 1/2 as k →∞. Take now N = n k∗ for n > 3, with
k∗ =
⌈
ln(ln(n))
ln(1+ 1/(2p − 1))
⌉
.
Then
eavg(An,k∗; L2,ρ) ≤ C3 (1+ 1/(2p − 1))
1/2 ep−1/2
n p−1/2
√
2+ ln(ln(n))
ln(1+ 1/(2p − 1)) . (10)
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Hence the algorithm AN := An,k∗ uses at most N function evaluations and satisfies
eavg(AN ; L2,ρ) = O
(
N−(p−1/2)[ln(ln(N ))]p
)
.
That is, modulo the double logarithmic factor, we have the convergence rate of p − 1/2.
This result is non-constructive since the error bound was obtained by taking the mean of the
squared average case error over all points Eτ with distribution ωk and then applying the mean
value theorem. However, a semi-construction of such points based on a probabilistic argument
can be used. That is, we select points Eτ randomly with distribution ωk , and check if the average
case error is bounded by the right-hand side of (10) multiplied by, say 2. If this holds, we are
done; if not we repeat the random selection of Eτ . By Chebyshev’s inequality we will succeed
with m tries with probability 1− 2−m .
Now we turn to the worst case setting. So far we know that
max
(
p − 1
2
,
p
2p + 1
)
≤ pwor(L2,ρ,Λstd) ≤ p,
assuming that
√
λ j = Θ( j−p). Clearly the upper bound p comes from the optimal convergence
in Λall. The lower bound p−1/2 follows from the fact that the worst case error for any algorithm
is no larger than the average case error, see Lemma 1. The lower bound p/(2p + 1) was proved
in [20] using a simple algorithm. Later, in Section 4, we use a one-step correction to the algorithm
An,k∗ and improve this result by showing that
pwor(L2,ρ,Λstd) ≥ 2p2p + 1 p.
We conjecture that the optimal convergence in Λstd is in fact p, and we had hoped to establish
this through a multilevel algorithm with no success so far.
3.3. L∞ approximation in the class Λall
We briefly summarize the main results of [7]. Suppose there exists ρ ∈ P such that√
λ j = Θ( j−p) with p > 1/2. Then
pwor(L∞,Λall) = p − 12 if supj≥1 ‖η˜ j‖L∞ <∞,
pwor(L∞,Λall) ∈
[
q, p − 1
2
]
if
∥∥∥∥∥ ∞∑
j=n+1
η2P( j)
∥∥∥∥∥
1/2
L∞
= O(n−q) with q > 0.
The two conditions above correspond to the assumptions (A2) and (A4P ) that will be stated later.
4. Main results
We are ready to study multivariate approximation in the class Λstd. We now define a new
algorithm AM as a one-step correction to some algorithm A.
Definition 3. Let A be an algorithm which uses L = L(n) function evaluations, and suppose
that there exists T = T (n) > 0 such that
〈A( f ), η˜P( j)〉L2,ρ = 0 for all j ≥ T + 1. (11)
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For an integer M and n points τ 1, τ 2, . . . , τ n ∈ D, define
AM ( f ) :=
M∑
j=1
〈A( f ), η˜P( j)〉L2,ρ η˜P( j)
+
M∑
j=1
(
1
n
n∑
i=1
( f − A( f ))(τ i ) η˜P( j)(τ i ) ρ(τ i )
ω(τ i )
)
η˜P( j),
with
ω(x) := 1
M
M∑
j=1
η˜2P( j)(x) ρ(x).
The algorithm AM uses at most n+L function values at Eτ = {τ 1, τ 2, . . . , τ n} and the L function
values already used by the algorithm A. Moreover, AM satisfies an orthogonality property similar
to (11), that is,
〈AM ( f ), η˜P( j)〉L2,ρ = 0 for all j ≥ M + 1.
Due to (11), we see that the first term in AM , i.e.,
∑M
j=1〈A( f ), η˜P( j)〉L2,ρ η˜P( j), is precisely
A( f ) if M ≥ T , and it is A( f )−∑Tj=M+1〈A( f ), η˜P( j)〉L2,ρ η˜P( j) if M < T .
A natural choice for the algorithm A is to take A = An,k , the multilevel algorithm introduced
earlier. In this case we have L = n k and T = mk . We observe that
if M = mk+1 ≥ T = mk then AM ≡ An,k+1.
Such an equivalence does not hold when M < T .
Lemma 4. Let AM be a one-step correction to A as in Definition 3. Then
(a) ∃ Eτ : [ewor(AM ; L2,ρ)]2 ≤ sup
j≥M+1
λP( j) + Mn [e
avg(A; L2,ρ)]2,
(b) ∃ Eτ : ewor(AM ; L∞) ≤
∥∥∥∥∥ ∞∑
j=M+1
η2P( j)
∥∥∥∥∥
1/2
L∞
+
∥∥∥∥∥ M∑
j=1
η˜2P( j)
∥∥∥∥∥
1/2
L∞
(
M
n
)1/2
eavg(A; L2,ρ).
The proof of this lemma is differed to Section 7.
4.1. Assumptions
Before we proceed to analyze the error of the algorithm AM , we introduce some assumptions
which are mainly needed for L∞ approximation.
We first discuss the assumptions from [7]. The assumption (A1) states that there exists a
complete orthonormal system {ξ j } in H(K ) with ‖∑∞j=m+1 ξ2j ‖1/2L∞ = O(m−q) for some q > 0;
this assumption is not relevant for this paper. Two other assumptions from [7] will be used in this
paper:
∃C2 > 0 ∀ j ≥ 1 : ‖η˜ j‖L∞ ≤ C2, (A2)
∃ p > 1
2
∃C3 > 0 ∀ j ≥ 1 :
√
λ j ≤ C3j p . (A3)
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When (A2) does not hold or C2 is too large, it is useful to assume that there exists a permutation
P of natural numbers such that
∃ p > 1
2
∃C3 > 0 ∀ j ≥ 1 :
√
λP( j) ≤ C3j p , (A3P )
∃ q > 0 ∃C4 > 0 ∀m ≥ 1 :
∥∥∥∥∥ ∞∑
j=m+1
η2P( j)
∥∥∥∥∥
1/2
L∞
≤ C4
(m + 1)q , (A4P )
∃ r <∞ ∃C5 > 0 ∀m ≥ 1 :
∥∥∥∥∥ m∑
j=1
η˜2P( j)
∥∥∥∥∥
1/2
L∞
≤ C5 mr . (A5P )
The subscript P in the labels is used to emphasize that the assumptions involve a permutation on
the indices. As we shall see in Section 6, for some problems it will be enough to take the identity
permutation P = id, and for some other problems, a non-identity permutation P will be used.
Clearly (A3P ) implies (A3), and (A4P ) is just a special case of (A1) with ξ j = ηP( j).
Note that the finite trace of Wρ already implies the inequality in (A3) with p = 1/2 and
C3 =
√
ess supx∈D K (x, x). Using (A3P ) we can write
∞∑
j=m+1
λP( j) ≤ C23
(
(m + 1)−2p +
∫ ∞
m+1
x−2pdx
)
≤ C
2
3 (1+ 1/(2p − 1))
(m + 1)2p−1 ,
which, together with (A2), leads to∥∥∥∥∥ ∞∑
j=m+1
η2P( j)
∥∥∥∥∥
1/2
L∞
≤ sup
j≥m+1
‖η˜P( j)‖L∞
( ∞∑
j=m+1
λP( j)
)1/2
≤ C2 C3 (1+ 1/(2p − 1))
1/2
(m + 1)p−1/2 .
This means that (A2) and (A3P ) imply (A4P ) with C4 = C2 C3 (1 + 1/(2p − 1))1/2 and
q = p − 1/2.
Obviously, (A2) implies (A5P ) with C5 = C2 and r = 1/2. Actually, whenever (A5P ) holds
then necessarily r ≥ 1/2, which follows from the following argument:∥∥∥∥∥ m∑
j=1
η˜2P( j)
∥∥∥∥∥
L∞
≥
∥∥∥∥∥ m∑
j=1
η˜2P( j)
∥∥∥∥∥
L1,ρ
=
m∑
j=1
‖η˜P( j)‖2L2,ρ = m.
4.2. Weighted L2 approximation in the class Λstd
Suppose that (A3P ) holds, which is needed for Remark 2, and we take A = An,k∗ , the
multilevel algorithm from Remark 2. Then
L = nk∗, T = mk∗ = bn pk∗/(p−1/2)c,
and it follows from Lemma 4(a) and (10) that our algorithm AM satisfies
[ewor(AM ; L2,ρ)]2 ≤ C
2
3
(M + 1)2p +
M
n
C23 (1+ 1/(2p − 1)) (cp(n))2
n2p−1
, (12)
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where
cp(n) := ep−1/2
√
2+ ln(ln(n))
ln(1+ 1/(2p − 1)) .
We now choose an integer M to balance the order of the two terms in (12), i.e., M−2p ≈ M n−2p.
This leads to the following theorem.
Theorem 5. Suppose that (A3P ) holds. Take A = An,k∗ ,
N = n(k∗ + 1) and M = bnαc with α := 2p
2p + 1 .
There exist t1, . . . , tN for which the algorithm AM uses N function values at these points, and its
error satisfies
ewor(AM ; L2,ρ) ≤
C3
√
1+ (1+ 1/(2p − 1)) (cp(n))2
nαp
= O
(
N−αp[ln(ln(N ))]αp+1/2
)
.
Hence,
pwor(L2,ρ,Λstd) ≥ 2p2p + 1 p.
Now we compare M and T . It follows from the definition of k∗ in Remark 2 that
T = n1−
(
2p−1
2p
)k∗
≥ n1−1/ ln(n),
while M = n1−1/(2p+1). Thus we have M < T as long as n > e2p+1. This means that the
algorithm AM is not the same as An,k∗+1 for large n.
We stress that Theorem 5 does not provide a construction of the sample points ti and therefore
the result is non-constructive. However, as explained already after Remark 2, we may obtain the
sample points ti semi-constructively by choosing them randomly.
4.3. L∞ approximation in the class Λstd
We argue as in the previous subsection. First we assume that (A2) and (A3) hold. We take
A = An,k∗ . Then it follows from Lemma 4(b) and (10) that
ewor(AM ; L∞) ≤ C2 C3 (1+ 1/(2p − 1))
1/2
(M + 1)p−1/2
+C2 M1/2
(
M
n
)1/2 C3 (1+ 1/(2p − 1))1/2 cp(n)
n p−1/2
.
On the other hand, if (A3P ), (A4P ) and (A5P ) hold for the same permutation P , then we obtain
ewor(AM ; L∞) ≤ C4
(M + 1)q + C5 M
r
(
M
n
)1/2 C3 (1+ 1/(2p − 1))1/2 cp(n)
n p−1/2
.
In both cases we choose M to make the two terms in the error bound of the same order. This
leads to the following theorem.
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Theorem 6. Take A = An,k∗ ,
N = n(k∗ + 1) and M =
{bnαc if (A2) and (A3) hold,
bnβc if (A3P )–(A5P ) hold,
with
α := 2p
2p + 1 and β :=
2p
2q + 2r + 1 .
There exist t1, . . . , tN for which the algorithm AM uses N function values at these points, and its
error satisfies
ewor(AM ; L∞) ≤

C2 C3 (1+ 1/(2p − 1))1/2 (1+ cp(n))
nα(p−1/2)
if (A2) and (A3) hold,
C4 + C3 C5 (1+ 1/(2p − 1))1/2 cp(n)
nβq
if (A3P )–(A5P ) hold,
=
O
(
N−α(p−1/2) [ln(ln(N ))]α(p−1/2)+1/2
)
if (A2) and (A3) hold,
O
(
N−βq [ln(ln(N ))]βq+1/2
)
if (A3P )–(A5P ) hold.
Hence,
pwor(L∞,Λstd) ≥

2p
2p + 1
(
p − 1
2
)
if (A2) and (A3) hold,
2p
2q + 2r + 1 q if (A3P )–(A5P ) hold.
We add that the sample points ti in Theorem 6 can be obtained semi-constructively, see the
comment after Theorem 5.
4.4. Weighted Ls approximation in the class Λstd
In this subsection, we briefly discuss Ls,ρ approximation with s ∈ [1,∞). Using the following
well-known connection between the norms
‖ f ‖Ls,ρ ≤
{‖ f ‖L2,ρ if 1 ≤ s ≤ 2,
‖ f ‖2/sL2,ρ ‖ f ‖
1−2/s
L∞ if 2 ≤ s <∞,
we conclude that for any linear algorithm A : F → G with G ⊆ L∞(D), we have
ewor(A; Ls,ρ) ≤
{
ewor(A; L2,ρ) if 1 ≤ s ≤ 2,
[ewor(A; L2,ρ)]2/s[ewor(A; L∞)]1−2/s if 2 ≤ s <∞.
Note that the algorithms from the previous section satisfied A(F) ⊂ F ⊂ L∞(D).
For s ∈ [1, 2), we assume that (A3) holds and use the results from Theorem 5 to obtain
pwor(Ls,ρ,Λstd) ≥ pwor(L2,ρ,Λstd) ≥ 2p2p + 1 p.
For s ∈ (2,∞), we need to combine the results from the previous two subsections.
First we assume that (A2) and (A3) hold. In this case, M = bn2p/(2p+1)c in both Theorems 5
and 6, but this does not mean that the corresponding points t1, . . . , tN are the same.
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This small technical issue can be easily rectified at the expense of multiplying the error bounds
by 2. Indeed, since the error bounds were obtained by taking the mean of the errors over all
possible points Eτ (see the proof in Section 7 for details), using Chebyshev’s inequality we can
claim the existence of one set of points Eτ for which both error bounds in Lemma 4 hold, but with
each error bound multiplied by 2. Hence in this case we conclude that
pwor(Ls,ρ,Λstd) ≥ 2s
2p
2p + 1 p +
(
1− 2
s
)
2p
2p + 1
(
p − 1
2
)
.
Now we assume that (A3P ), (A4P ) and (A5P ) hold for the same permutation P . This case
is slightly more complicated because the choice of M is different in Theorems 5 and 6. We take
M = bn2p/(2q+2r+1)c as in Theorem 6 and we update the result in Theorem 5 based on this new
choice of M . Depending on how p and q + r compare, the expression in (12) is dominated by
one or the other of the two terms. Thus with M = bnβc, β = 2p/(2q + 2r + 1), the error bound
in Theorem 5 is replaced by
ewor(AM ; L2,ρ) = O
(
N−β min(p,q+r) [ln(ln(N ))]β min(p,q+r)+1/2
)
.
Using again Chebyshev’s inequality, we finally conclude that
pwor(Ls,ρ,Λstd) ≥ 2s
2p min(p, q + r)
2q + 2r + 1 +
(
1− 2
s
)
2pq
2q + 2r + 1 .
We summarize these estimates in the following corollary.
Corollary 7. We have
pwor(Ls,ρ,Λstd)
≥

2p
2p + 1 p if s ∈ [1, 2) and (A3) holds,
2p
2p + 1
(
p − 1
2
+ 1
s
)
if s ∈ (2,∞) and (A2) and (A3) hold,
2p
2q + 2r + 1
(
2
s
min(p − q, r)+ q
)
if s ∈ (2,∞) and (A3P )–(A5P ) hold.
5. Tractability
So far we treated d, the number of variables, as a fixed parameter. In this section, we consider
a sequence of multivariate approximation problems indexed by d = 1, 2, . . . . We write
ewor(n; d,G,Λ), pwor(d,G,Λ), λd, j , C2,d , C3,d , C4,d , and C5,d , etc.,
to stress this dependence.
We now briefly recall the notion of tractability. We say that the multivariate approximation
problem is tractable (for the absolute error criterion) with respect to the class Λ in the worst case
setting iff there are non-negative constants B, a, and b such that
ewor(n; d,G,Λ) ≤ B d
a
nb
for all n, d ≥ 1, (13)
and it is strongly tractable if (13) holds with a = 0. First we discuss tractability for weighted L2
approximation.
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Theorem 8. Consider the L2,ρ approximation problem in the worst case setting.
(a) The problem is tractable in the class Λstd if (A3) holds for every d with
C3,d = O(da) and p∗ := inf
d≥1 pd >
1
2
for some a ≥ 0 independent of d. When this holds, then
ewor(n; d, L2,ρ,Λall) = O
(
da n−b1
)
, b1 = p∗,
ewor(n; d, L2,ρ,Λstd) = O
(
da n−b2 [ln(ln(n))]b2+1/2
)
, b2 = 2p
∗
2p∗ + 1 p
∗,
where the implied factors in the big O notation are independent of n and d but depend on a
and p∗. Moreover, for the class Λstd the implied factor goes to infinity as p∗ approaches 1/2.
The problem is strongly tractable if a = 0.
(b) The problem is tractable in the class Λall iff (A3) holds for every d with
C3,d = O(da),
assuming only infd≥1 pd > 0, instead of pd > 1/2.
(c) If the problem is tractable in the class Λall with the exponent b > 1/2 then the problem is
also tractable in the class Λstd.
Proof. Part (a) follows from Theorem 5 and the fact that ewor(n; d, L2,ρ,Λall) =
√
λd,n+1 as
explained in Section 3. To prove part (b), assume that we have tractability in the class Λall. Then√
λd,n+1 ≤ B da n−b, which implies that (A3) holds with C3,d ≤ B da and pd = b > 0. On the
other hand, if C3,d = O(da) and p∗ = infd pd > 0 then we get tractability with the same a and
b = p∗. Part (c) is true since part (a) now holds with p∗ = b. 
We remark that for weighted L2 approximation we need to assume that
√
λd, j = O( j−p)
holds with p > 1/2 for the class Λstd, whereas an arbitrary p is suitable for the class Λall.
Now we turn to L∞ approximation. Necessary and/or sufficient conditions for tractability of
L∞ approximation in the class Λall can be found in [7].
Theorem 9. Consider the L∞ approximation problem in the worst case setting.
(a) The problem is tractable in the class Λstd if (A2) and (A3) hold for every d with
C2,d C3,d = O(da) and p∗ := inf
d≥1 pd >
1
2
for some a ≥ 0 independent of d. When this holds, then
ewor(n; d, L∞,Λall) = O
(
da n−b1
)
, b1 = p∗ − 12 ,
ewor(n; d, L∞,Λstd) = O
(
da n−b2 [ln(ln(n))]b2+1/2
)
, b2 = 2p
∗
2p∗ + 1
(
p∗ − 1
2
)
,
where the implied factors in the big O notation are independent of n and d but depend on
a and p∗, and they go to infinity as p∗ approaches 1/2. The problem is strongly tractable if
a = 0.
(b) The problem is tractable in the class Λstd if (A3P ), (A4P ) and (A5P ) hold for the same
sequence of permutations Pd for every d, with
C4,d = O(da1) and C3,d C5,d = O(da2)
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for some a1, a2 ≥ 0 independent of d, and with pd , qd and rd such that
inf
d≥1 pd >
1
2
, b1 := inf
d≥1 qd > 0, and b2 := infd≥1
2pd
2qd + 2rd + 1qd > 0.
When this holds, then
ewor(n; d, L∞,Λall) = O
(
da1 n−b1
)
,
ewor(n; d, L∞,Λstd) = O
(
dmax(a1,a2) n−b2 [ln(ln(n))]b2+1/2
)
,
where the implied factors in the big O notation are independent of n and d. In the class Λall
this implied factor depends on a1 and b1. In the class Λstd this implied factor depends on a1,
a2 and b2, and it goes to infinity as p∗ approaches 1/2. The problem is strongly tractable if
a1 = a2 = 0.
(c) Suppose that (A2) holds for all d with C2,d depending at most polynomially on d. Then the
problem is tractable in the class Λstd iff it is tractable in the class Λall.
(d) Suppose that (A4P ) and (A5P ) hold for Pd = id for all d, with C4,d and C5,d depending at
most polynomially on d, and with infd≥1 qd > 0 and infd≥1 2qd/(2qd + 2rd + 1) > 0. Then
the problem is tractable in the class Λstd iff it is tractable in the class Λall.
Proof. Parts (a) and (b) follow from Theorem 6 and the results in [7], where it is shown that if
(A2) and (A3) hold for every d then
ewor(n; d, L∞,Λall) ≤ C2,d C3,d (1+ 1/(2pd − 1))
1/2
(n + 1)pd−1/2 ,
and if (A3P ), (A4P ) and (A5P ) hold for every d then
ewor(n; d, L∞,Λall) ≤ C4,d
(n + 1)qd .
To prove parts (c) and (d), it suffices to show in each case that tractability in the class Λall
implies tractability in the class Λstd. Suppose that we have ewor(n; d, L∞,Λall) ≤ B da/nb for
all n and d, with constants B, a and b > 0 independent of n and d . Then
B da
nb
≥ ewor(n; d, L∞,Λall) ≥ eavg(n; d, L2,ρ,Λall) =
√√√√ ∞∑
j=n+1
λd, j
≥
{√
n λd,2n,√
(n + 1) λd,2n+1,
which leads to
√
λd,2n ≤ B d
a
nb+1/2
≤ 2
b+1/2 B da
(2n)b+1/2
,√
λd,2n+1 ≤ B d
a
nb(n + 1)1/2 ≤
2b+1/2 B da
(2n + 1)b+1/2 .
Thus (A3) holds with C3,d = 2b+1/2 B da and pd = b + 1/2 > 1/2. Hence C3,d = O(da) and
the results now follow from parts (a) and (b). 
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6. Illustrations
We illustrate the results of the previous sections for two specific classes of kernels.
6.1. Weighted Korobov kernels
In this subsection we take D ≡ [0, 1]d and ρ ≡ 1, and we continue the analysis from [7]
for the weighted Korobov space; however, this time for the class Λstd, see also [5,6,10]. The
reproducing kernel of this space can be written as
K (x, y) =
∑
h∈Zd
cos (2pih · (x− y))
rα(γ d ,h)
,
where α > 1 is a smoothness parameter, γ d = (γd,1, γd,2, . . . , γd,d) is a vector of positive
weights satisfying 1 ≥ γd,1 ≥ γd,2 ≥ · · · ≥ γd,d > 0, and
rα(γ d ,h) =
d∏
j=1
rα(γd, j , h j ) with rα(γd, j , h j ) =
{
1 if h j = 0,
γ−1d, j |h j |α otherwise.
The eigenvalues of the operator W1 are precisely the numbers 1/rα(γ d ,h) for h ∈ Zd .
The L2-normalized eigenfunction corresponding to the eigenvalue 1 is just the function 1,
and for h 6= 0 the two L2-normalized eigenfunctions corresponding to the double eigenvalue
1/rα(γ d ,h) = 1/rα(γ d ,−h) are
√
2 cos(2pih · x) and√2 sin(2pih · x).
It is well known that, modulo a power of logarithm of n, the nth minimal worst case error
behaves proportionally to n−α/2. That is why the maximal order for linear information is α/2.
Using general results of [8], see also [18], we know that appropriately constructed Smolyak’s
algorithm that uses n function values has the worst case error proportional to n−α/2, modulo
a power of ln(n); however, in general, it depends exponentially on d . Hence, leaving aside the
dependence of the worst case error on d, we have
pwor(d, L2,Λall) = pwor(d, L2,Λstd) = α2 .
We now address the dependence on d. It was shown in [7] that (A3) holds with
pτ = 12τ and C3,d,τ =
d∏
j=1
(
1+ 2ζ(ατ)γ τd, j
)1/(2τ)
for all τ ∈ (1/α, 1],
and we have
C3,d,τ = exp
(
1
2τ
d∑
j=1
ln
(
1+ 2ζ(ατ)γ τd, j
))
≤ (d + 1) ζ(ατ)τ
d∑
j=1
γ τd, j
ln(d+1) .
Similarly to [19], consider the sum exponents
sγ := inf
{
s > 0 : sup
d≥1
d∑
j=1
γ sd, j <∞
}
,
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tγ := inf
t > 0 : supd≥1
d∑
j=1
γ td, j
ln(d + 1) <∞
 ,
with the convention that inf∅ = ∞. For τ > 0, define
Rτ := lim sup
d→∞
d∑
j=1
γ τd, j
ln(d + 1) .
Then, [10, Theorem 1] and Theorem 8 yield the following theorem on tractability for L2
approximation.
Theorem 10. Consider the problem of L2 approximation in the worst case setting for weighted
Korobov spaces.
(a) The problem is strongly tractable in the class Λstd iff supd≥1
∑d
j=1 γd, j < ∞. When this
holds then sγ ≤ 1. For sγ = 1 take τ = 1, and for sγ < 1 take any τ ∈ (max(1/α, sγ ), 1].
Then we have
ewor(n; d, L2,Λall) = O
(
n−1/(2τ)
)
,
ewor(n; d, L2,Λstd) = O
(
n−1/(2τ(1+τ)) [ln(ln(n))](1+τ(1+τ))/(2τ(1+τ))
)
,
with the implied factors in the big O bounds independent of n and d but dependent on τ .
(b) The problem is tractable in the class Λstd iff supd≥1
∑d
j=1 γd, j/ ln(d + 1) <∞. When this
holds then tγ ≤ 1. For tγ = 1 take τ = 1, and for tγ < 1 take any τ ∈ (max(1/α, tγ ), 1].
Let δ > 0. Then we have
ewor(n; d, L2,Λall) = O
(
n−1/(2τ)dδ+ζ(ατ)Rτ /τ
)
,
ewor(n; d, L2,Λstd) = O
(
n−1/(2τ(1+τ)) [ln(ln(n))](1+τ(1+τ))/(2τ(1+τ)) dδ+ζ(ατ)Rτ /τ
)
,
with the implied factors in the big O bounds independent of n and d but dependent on τ
and δ.
(c) The problem is strongly tractable in the class Λall iff the problem is tractable in the class Λall
iff sγ <∞.
Note that there may be a trade-off between the exponents of n−1 and d in Theorem 10(b)
since the decrease of the exponent of n−1 may increase the exponent of d , and vice versa.
Theorem 10 relates the exponents of n−1 to the behavior of the weights γd, j . Assume that
sγ ≥ 1/α, i.e., the weights are sufficiently fast decaying. Then τ can be taken arbitrarily close
to 1/α and the exponent of n−1 is almost α/2 for linear information, and almost α/(2(1+ 1/α))
for standard information. In this case, we recover the optimal order of convergence for linear
information, and we have a gap for standard information.
Finally, observe that tractability in the class Λall is, in general, not equivalent to tractability in
the class Λstd. In particular, take γd, j = j−1/2. Then we have strong tractability in Λall and no
tractability in Λstd.
We now turn to L∞ approximation. It is known that a worst case error proportional to
n−(α−1)/2 can be achieved for standard information using Smolyak’s algorithm, see e.g., [18].
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The exponent (α − 1)/2 of n−1 is sharp even for d = 1, see e.g., [7]. This implies
pwor(d, L∞,Λall) = pwor(d, L∞,Λstd) = α − 12 .
However, due to exponential dependence on d, the above upper bound does not yield tractability.
To show tractability, we apply results from the previous section. Unfortunately, they yield only a
lower bound on the corresponding order of convergence that is smaller than (α − 1)/2.
The L∞ norms of all the eigenfunctions of W1 are uniformly bounded by
√
2. This means
that (A2) holds with C2 =
√
2. Thus, [7, Theorem 11] and Theorem 9(a)(c) yield the following
theorem.
Theorem 11. Consider the problem of L∞ approximation in the worst case setting for weighted
Korobov spaces.
(a) The problem is strongly tractable in Λall and Λstd iff sγ < 1. When this holds, then for any
τ ∈ (max(1/α, sγ ), 1) we have
ewor(n; d, L∞,Λall) = O
(
n−(1−τ)/(2τ)
)
,
ewor(n; d, L∞,Λstd) = O
(
n−(1−τ)/(2τ(1+τ))
)
,
with the implied factors in the big O bounds independent of n and d but dependent on τ .
(b) The problem is tractable in Λall and Λstd iff tγ < 1. When this holds, then for any
τ ∈ (max(1/α, tγ ), 1) and any δ > 0 we have
ewor(n; d, L∞,Λall) = O
(
n−(1−τ)/(2τ)dδ+ζ(ατ)Rτ /τ
)
,
ewor(n; d, L∞,Λstd) = O
(
n−(1−τ)/(2τ(1+τ))dδ+ζ(ατ)Rτ /τ
)
,
with the implied factors in the big O bounds independent of n and d but dependent on τ
and δ.
Note that the double logarithmic factors of n have been absorbed by a power of n−1 since the
supremum of the parameter τ cannot be reached.
We stress that tractability conditions are the same for both standard and linear information.
Furthermore, for sufficiently fast decaying weights, sγ ≥ 1/α, we can take τ arbitrarily close to
1/α and recover the optimal order of convergence (α−1)/2 for linear information. However, for
standard information we get only the exponent close to (α − 1)/(2(1+ 1/α)).
6.2. Weighted Wiener sheet kernels
In this subsection, we turn to the weighted Sobolev spaces considered in, e.g., [7]. We take
ρ ≡ 1, D ≡ [0, 1]d , and the reproducing kernel
K (x, y) =
d∏
j=1
(
1+ γd, j min(x j , y j )
)
,
where γ = (γd,1, . . . , γd,d) is a vector of non-increasing positive weights as in the previous
subsection.
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It is known, see [19], that the eigenpairs of the operator W1 for d = 1 are given by
ηi,γ (x) = cos(αi,γ (x − 1))√
α2i,γ
2γ
(
1+ sin(2αi,γ )2αi,γ
) and λi,γ = γα2i,γ ,
where αi,γ is the unique solution of cot(x) = x/γ for x ∈ ((i−1)pi, (i−1/2)pi). It then follows,
see [7], that
λi,γ ≤

1+ γ
2
for i = 1,
γ
pi2(i − 1)2 for i ≥ 2,
‖η2i,γ ‖L∞ ≤

(
1+ γ
2
)2
for i = 1,
2γ
pi2(i − 1)2 for i ≥ 2,
and ‖η¯2i,γ ‖L∞ ≤
{
1+ γ
2
for i = 1,
2 for i ≥ 2.
It is easy to show that {λi,γ } and {‖η2i,γ ‖L∞} are both non-increasing sequences. In the
multivariate case, we use multi-indices i = (i1, i2, . . . , id). Since the kernel is of a product
form, the eigenpairs of the operator W1 are given by
ηd,i,γ d (x) =
d∏
j=1
ηi j ,γd, j (x j ) and λd,i,γ d =
d∏
j=1
λi j ,γd, j .
We denote by {(λd,k, ηd,k)}∞k=1 the sequence of eigenpairs of W1 ordered according to the
decreasing eigenvalues λd,k .
L2 approximation has been thoroughly studied for this space. The optimal orders of
convergence are
pwor(d, L2,Λall) = pwor(d, L2,Λstd) = 1,
with the error bounds depending, in general, exponentially on d and this follows, for example,
from the results of [18].
We now analyze the dependence on d and find conditions on tractability. It was shown in [7]
that (A3) holds with
pτ = 12τ and C3,d,τ =
d∏
j=1
(
1+ bτγ τd, j
)1/(2τ) ∀ τ ∈ (1/2, 1), (14)
where bτ := ζ(2τ) pi−2τ + 2−τ . Theorem 8 and [21] then lead to the following result.
Theorem 12. Consider the problem of L2 approximation in the worst case setting for weighted
Sobolev spaces.
(a) The problem is strongly tractable in the class Λstd iff supd≥1
∑d
j=1 γd, j < ∞. When this
holds then sγ ≤ 1. For sγ = 1 take τ = 1, and for sγ < 1 take any τ ∈ (max(1/2, sγ ), 1].
Then we have
ewor(n; d, L2,Λall) = O
(
n−1/(2τ)
)
,
ewor(n; d, L2,Λstd) = O
(
n−1/(2τ(1+τ))[ln(ln(n))](1+τ(1+τ))/(2τ(1+τ))
)
,
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with the implied factors in the big O bounds independent of n and d but dependent on τ .
(b) The problem is tractable in the class Λstd iff supd≥1
∑d
j=1 γd, j/ ln(d + 1) <∞. When this
holds then tγ ≤ 1. For tγ = 1 take τ = 1, and for tγ < 1 take any τ ∈ (max(1/2, tγ ), 1]. Let
δ > 0. Then we have
ewor(n; d, L2,Λall) = O
(
n−1/(2τ)dδ+bτ Rτ /(2τ)
)
,
ewor(n; d, L2,Λstd) = O
(
n−1/(2τ(1+τ))[ln(ln(n))](1+τ(1+τ))/(2τ(1+τ)) dδ+bτ Rτ /(2τ)
)
,
with the implied factors in the big O bounds independent of n and d but dependent on τ and
δ. Here bτ = ζ(2τ) pi−2τ + 2−τ .
(c) The problem is strongly tractable in the class Λall iff the problem is tractable in the class Λall
iff sγ <∞.
As in the previous subsection, tractability for L2 approximation in the class Λall is generally
not equivalent to tractability in the class Λstd. For sufficiently fast decaying weights with
sγ ≥ 1/2, we can take τ arbitrarily close to 1/2 and then the exponent of n−1 is 1 for the
class Λall, which is the optimal order, and almost 2/3 for the class Λstd.
Now we turn to L∞ approximation. The optimal orders of convergence for L∞ approximation
are
pwor(d, L∞,Λall) = pwor(d, L∞,Λstd) = 12 ,
with error bounds depending exponentially on d in general, see e.g., [8]. Again, our results for
standard information yield smaller order of convergence but lead to tractability.
We see immediately from the bounds on the L∞ norms of the eigenfunctions that (A2) holds
with C2,d = 2d/2. This exponential dependence on d is undesirable. Hence to obtain tractability
results, we proceed to check conditions (A3P ), (A4P ) and (A5P ). Note that all three assumptions
must be satisfied by the same permutation P .
Recall that the sequence {(λd,k, ηd,k)}∞k=1 is ordered according to the decreasing eigenvalues
λd,k , which corresponds to the identity permutation id. Let P0 be the permutation corresponding
to the decreasing order of the norms ‖ηd,k‖L∞ . Thus we have
λd,k ≥ λd,k+1 and ‖ηd,P0(k)‖L∞ ≥ ‖ηd,P0(k+1)‖L∞ for all k.
In the following, we define a permutation P∗ to be a combination of id and P0, and we show that
all three assumptions (A3P ), (A4P ) and (A5P ) hold for P∗.
Lemma 13. Let the permutation P∗ be defined as follows: the sequence {P∗(i)} is generated by
removing every number that is to the right of itself in the sequence
1, P0(1), 2, P0(2), . . . , n, P0(n), . . . ,
which consists of all natural numbers listed twice. Then all three assumptions (A3P ), (A4P ) and
(A5P ) hold for this permutation P∗, with the parameters given by, for all τ ∈ (1/2, 1),
pτ = 12τ , C3,d,τ = 2
pτ
d∏
j=1
(
1+ bτγ τd, j
)1/(2τ)
,
qτ = 1− τ2τ , C4,d,τ = 2
qτ
(
τ
1− τ
)1/2 d∏
j=1
(1+ aτ γ τd, j )1/(2τ),
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r = 1, C5,d =
√
2
d∏
j=1
(
1+ γd, j
2
)1/2
,
where aτ = 2τ ζ(2τ) pi−2τ + 21−τ + 4−τ and bτ = ζ(2τ) pi−2τ + 2−τ .
Proof. It was shown in [7] that (A3P ) holds for P = id and (A4P ) holds for P = P0. More
precisely, for every τ ∈ (1/2, 1) we have
√
λd,n ≤ C3,d,τn pτ and
∥∥∥∥∥ ∞∑
k=n+1
η2d,P0(k)
∥∥∥∥∥
1/2
L∞
≤ C4,d,τ
(n + 1)qτ ,
where pτ and C3,d,τ are given in (14), and
qτ = 1− τ2τ and C4,d,τ =
(
τ
1− τ
)1/2 d∏
j=1
(1+ aτ γ τd, j )1/(2τ),
with aτ = 2τ ζ(2τ) pi−2τ + 21−τ + 4−τ . These results will be needed later in the proof.
First we show that (A5P ) holds for both P = id and P = P0. Notice the trouble-making factor
2 in ‖η˜2i,γ ‖L∞ for i ≥ 2 in the univariate case. We need a combinatorial result guaranteeing that
this factor 2 does not occur too often in the multivariate case.
Let S(n) denote the set of multi-indices (i1, i2, . . . , id) corresponding to the first n
eigenvectors ηd,k . Let S(n, `) denote the set of multi-indices from S(n) with exactly ` indices
greater than or equal to 2. We have∥∥∥∥∥ n∑
k=1
η˜2d,P(k)
∥∥∥∥∥
L∞
=
n∑
k=1
‖η˜2d,P(k)‖L∞ =
∑
(i1,i2,...,id )∈S(n)
d∏
j=1
‖η˜2i j ,γd, j ‖L∞
≤
∑
(i1,i2,...,id )∈S(n)
2(number of indices≥2)
d∏
j=1
(
1+ γd, j
2
)
=
d∑
`=0
2` |S(n, `)|
d∏
j=1
(
1+ γd, j
2
)
.
Since P0 ≡ id in the first dimension, for both P = id and P = P0 there is a partial ordering on
the multi-indices: the multi-index (i1, i2, . . . , id) comes before (p1, p2, . . . , pd) if i j ≤ p j for
all j . Thus for any multi-index i = (i1, i2, . . . , id) there are at least ∏dj=1 i j − 1 multi-indices
that come before i. In particular, if i has ` indices greater than or equal to 2, then there are at
least 2` − 1 multi-indices that come before i. Since the sets S(n, `) for ` = 0, 1, . . . , d form a
partition of S(n), we conclude that if S(n, `) 6= ∅ then
1 ≤ |S(n, `)| ≤ n − 2` + 1.
Let ν be an integer such that 2ν ≤ n < 2ν+1. Then
d∑
`=0
2`|S(n, `)| ≤
ν∑
`=0
2`(n − 2` + 1) = (n + 1)(2ν+1 − 1)− 4
ν+1 − 1
3
≤ (n + 1)(2n − 1)− n
2 − 1
3
≤ 2n2.
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Hence we have∥∥∥∥∥ n∑
k=1
η˜2d,P0(k)
∥∥∥∥∥
1/2
L∞
≤ C5,d nr and
∥∥∥∥∥ n∑
k=1
η˜2d,k
∥∥∥∥∥
1/2
L∞
≤ C5,d nr ,
where
r = 1 and C5,d =
d∏
j=1
(
1+ γd, j
2
)1/2
.
Now we show that all three assumptions hold for the permutation P∗. Observe that for any n,
we have{
1, 2, . . . ,
⌈n
2
⌉}
,
{
P0(1), P0(2), . . . , P0
(⌊n
2
⌋)}
⊂ {P∗(1), P∗(2), . . . , P∗(n)},
where the first two sets may or may not overlap (when they do not overlap then the set
on the right is precisely the union of the first two sets). Thus we conclude that the set
{P∗(1), P∗(2), . . . , P∗(n)} contains the indices for at least the first dn/2e largest eigenvalues
in decreasing order, and therefore√
λd,P∗(n) ≤
√
λd,dn/2e ≤ C3,d,τ
(dn/2e)pτ ≤
2pτ C3,d,τ
n pτ
,
which proves that (A3P ) holds for P = P∗ with the constant C3,d,τ scaled by 2pτ .
Similarly, we claim that the set {P∗(1), P∗(2), . . . , P∗(n)} contains the indices for at least
the first bn/2c largest norms of the eigenfunctions, and hence∥∥∥∥∥ ∞∑
k=n+1
η2d,P∗(k)
∥∥∥∥∥
1/2
L∞
≤
∥∥∥∥∥ ∞∑
k=bn/2c+1
η2d,P0(k)
∥∥∥∥∥
1/2
L∞
≤ C4,d,τ
(bn/2c + 1)qτ ≤
2qτ C4,d,τ
(n + 1)qτ ,
which shows that (A4P ) holds for P = P∗ with the constant C4,d,τ scaled by 2qτ .
Finally we argue that the set {P∗(1), P∗(2), . . . , P∗(n)} contains at most the first n terms
from {1, 2, . . .} and at most the first n terms from {P0(1), P0(2), . . .} (if we indeed end up with
all of the first n terms from one sequence, then the initial segment of n terms of the two sequences
must coincide). Hence∥∥∥∥∥ n∑
k=1
η˜2d,P∗(k)
∥∥∥∥∥
1/2
L∞
≤
∥∥∥∥∥ n∑
k=1
η˜2d,k
∥∥∥∥∥
L∞
+
∥∥∥∥∥ n∑
k=1
η˜2d,P0(k)
∥∥∥∥∥
L∞
1/2 ≤ √2 C5,d nr ,
which proves that (A5P ) holds for P = P∗ with the constant C5,d scaled by
√
2. 
Our analysis together with [7, Theorem 12] and Theorem 9(b)(d) lead to the following
theorem.
Theorem 14. Consider the problem of L∞ approximation in the worst case setting for weighted
Sobolev spaces.
(a) The problem is strongly tractable in Λall and Λstd iff sγ < 1. When this holds, then for any
τ ∈ (max(1/2, sγ ), 1) we have
ewor(n; d, L∞,Λall) = O
(
n−(1−τ)/(2τ)
)
,
ewor(n; d, L∞,Λstd) = O
(
n−(1−τ)/(2τ(1+2τ))
)
,
with the implied factors in the big O bound independent of n and d but dependent on τ .
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(b) The problem is tractable in Λall and Λstd iff tγ < 1. When this holds, then for any
τ ∈ (max(1/2, tγ ), 1) and any δ > 0, we have
ewor(n; d, L∞, all) = O
(
n−(1−τ)/(2τ)dδ+aτ Rτ /(2τ)
)
,
ewor(n; d, L∞,Λstd) = O
(
n−(1−τ)/(2τ(1+2τ))dδ+aτ Rτ /(2τ)
)
,
with the implied factor in the big O bound independent of n and d but dependent on τ and
δ. Here aτ = 2τ ζ(2τ)/pi2τ + 21−τ + 4−τ .
It is interesting to notice that tractability in both classes of standard and linear information
is equivalent. For sufficiently fast decaying weights, sγ ≥ 1/2, we may take τ arbitrarily close
to 1/2 and recover the optimal order for linear information with error bounds independent of d .
However, for standard information we obtain the exponent of n−1 to be almost 1/3.
7. Proof of Lemma 4
It follows from the definition of AM ( f ) that the error function is given by
( f − AM ( f ))(x) =
∞∑
j=M+1
〈 f, η˜P( j)〉L2,ρ η˜P( j)(x)
+
M∑
j=1
(
〈 f − A( f ), η˜P( j)〉L2,ρ −
1
n
n∑
i=1
( f − A( f ))(τ i ) η˜P( j)(τ i ) ρ(τ i )
ω(τ i )
)
η˜P( j)(x).
The algorithm A can be written as A( f ) =∑L`=1 f (t`) a`. Then
( f − A( f ))(x) =
〈
f, K (·, x)−
L∑
`=1
K (·, t`) a`(x)
〉
H
.
We define
h(·, x) := K (·, x)−
L∑
`=1
K (·, t`) a`(x)
and
q j,Eτ (·) :=
∫
D
h(·, x) η˜P( j)(x) ρ(x) dx− 1n
n∑
i=1
h(·, τ i ) η˜P( j)(τ i ) ρ(τ i )
ω(τ i )
.
Then the error function can be written as
( f − AM ( f ))(x) =
∞∑
j=M+1
〈 f, ηP( j)〉H ηP( j)(x)+
M∑
j=1
〈 f, q j,Eτ 〉H η˜P( j)(x), (15)
where we used (7) when rewriting the first term.
Proof of (a): We have from (15) that
‖ f − AM ( f )‖2L2,ρ =
∞∑
j=M+1
λP( j) |〈 f, ηP( j)〉H |2 +
M∑
j=1
|〈 f, q j,Eτ 〉H |2
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≤ ‖ f ‖2H sup
j≥M+1
λP( j) + ‖ f ‖2H
M∑
j=1
‖q j,Eτ‖2H ,
which leads to
[ewor(AM ; L2,ρ)]2 ≤ sup
j≥M+1
λP( j) +
M∑
j=1
‖q j,Eτ‖2H .
Now we average this over all points Eτ = {τ 1, τ 2, . . . , τ n} with respect to ω as the density
function. We have
‖q j,Eτ‖2H =
∫
D
∫
D
〈h(·, x), h(·, y)〉H η˜P( j)(x) η˜P( j)(y) ρ(x) ρ(y) dx dy
− 2
n
n∑
i=1
∫
D
〈h(·, x), h(·, τ i )〉H η˜P( j)(x) η˜P( j)(τ i ) ρ(x) ρ(τ i )
ω(τ i )
dx
+ 1
n2
n∑
i1=1
n∑
i2=1
〈h(·, τ i1), h(·, τ i2)〉H
η˜P( j)(τ i1) η˜P( j)(τ i2) ρ(τ i1) ρ(τ i2)
ω(τ i1) ω(τ i2)
.
This gives
EEτ ‖q j,Eτ‖2H =
1
n
∫
D
‖h(·, x)‖2H
η˜2P( j)(x) ρ
2(x)
ω(x)
dx
− 1
n
∫
D
∫
D
〈h(·, x), h(·, y)〉H η˜P( j)(x) η˜P( j)(y) ρ(x) ρ(y) dx dy
≤ 1
n
∫
D
‖h(·, x)‖2H
η˜2P( j)(x) ρ
2(x)
ω(x)
dx,
and thus
EEτ
M∑
j=1
‖q j,Eτ‖2H ≤
M
n
∫
D
‖h(·, x)‖2H ρ(x) dx =
M
n
[eavg(A; L2,ρ)]2, (16)
where the final step holds because
‖h(·, x)‖2H =
∥∥∥∥∥K (·, x)− L∑
`=1
K (·, τ `) a`(x)
∥∥∥∥∥
2
H
= K (x, x)− 2
L∑
`=1
K (x, τ `) a`(x)+
L∑
`1=1
L∑
`2=1
K (τ `1 , τ `2) a`1(x) a`2(x),
see also the proof of Lemma 1. Hence, we finally conclude that
∃ τ 1, τ 2, . . . , τ n : [ewor(AM ; L2,ρ)]2 ≤ sup
j≥M+1
λP( j) + Mn [e
avg(A; L2,ρ)]2.
Proof of (b):
It follows from (15) that
( f − AM ( f )) =
〈
f,
∞∑
j=M+1
ηP( j) ηP( j)(x)+
M∑
j=1
q j,Eτ η˜P( j)(x)
〉
H
,
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which leads to
ewor(AM ; L∞) = ess sup
x∈D
∥∥∥∥∥ ∞∑
j=M+1
ηP( j) ηP( j)(x)+
M∑
j=1
q j,Eτ η˜P( j)(x)
∥∥∥∥∥
H
≤
∥∥∥∥∥ ∞∑
j=M+1
η2P( j)
∥∥∥∥∥
1/2
L∞
+
∥∥∥∥∥ M∑
j=1
η˜2P( j)
∥∥∥∥∥
1/2
L∞
(
M∑
j=1
‖q j,Eτ‖2H
)1/2
.
After taking the average over all points Eτ = {τ 1, τ 2, . . . , τ n} with respect to ω and using (16),
we conclude that there are points τ 1, τ 2, . . . , τ n for which
ewor(AM ; L∞) ≤
∥∥∥∥∥ ∞∑
j=M+1
η2P( j)
∥∥∥∥∥
1/2
L∞
+
∥∥∥∥∥ M∑
j=1
η˜2P( j)
∥∥∥∥∥
1/2
L∞
(
M
n
)1/2
eavg(A; L2,ρ).
This completes the proof.
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